.186  †Concerto form
    Including cadenzas, concertantes
    Class comprehensive works on concertos in 784.23

.26–.28  Specific solo instruments with orchestra
    Add to base number 784.2 the numbers following 78 in 786–788, e.g.,
    orchestra with solo piano 784.262, rehearsing orchestra with solo piano
    784.262144, concertos for orchestra with solo piano 784.262186, fantasias
    for orchestra with solo piano 784.2621894

785  Ensembles with only one instrument per part
    Class here chamber music
    Class works for solo melody instrument with keyboard or other accompanying or
    collaborative instrument in 786–788
    See Manual at 784–788

>  786–788  Specific instruments and their music
    Class here music for solo instrument, music for solo melody instrument with
    keyboard or other accompanying or collaborative instrument; acoustic form of
    instruments, electric form of instruments
    Unless the forerunner of a modern instrument has its own notation, class it
    with the modern instrument. For example, the shawm, a forerunner of the oboe
    and an instrument without its own number, is classed with the oboe in 788.52;
    however, the vihuela, the forerunner of the guitar, is classed in 787.86 (its own
    number), not with the guitar in 787.87
    Class chamber music in 785; class comprehensive works in 784
    For voice instruments, see 783.99

†Add as instructed under 781.2–781.8